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ABSTRACT

Systems and methods for allowing authorized code to execute on a computer system are provided. According to one embodiment, a method is provided for locking down a computer system. A customized, local whitelist database is stored with a memory of the computer system. The whitelists database forms part of an authentication system operable within the computer system and contains therein cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system. A kernel mode driver of the authentication system intercepts file system or operating system activity relating to a code module. The authentication system determines whether to authorize the request by causing a cryptographic hash value of the code module to be authenticated against the whitelist database. The authentication system allows the code module to be loaded and executed within the computer system if the cryptographic hash value matches one of the cryptographic hash values.
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BACKGROUND

[0003] 1. Field
[0004] Various embodiments of the present invention generally relate to systems and methods for protecting computer systems and networks from unauthorized code execution. More specifically, many of the embodiments provide for systems and methods of securing a computer system by allowing only the execution of authorized computer program code.

[0005] 2. Description of the Related Art
[0006] The execution of unauthorized software has had a serious impact on computer users. The impact of unauthorized software execution not only applies to malicious software, or malware, but also the use of unlicensed software and software which may distract employees from working, such as music players, games, and/or the like.

[0007] Current approaches to dealing with these issues have proven ineffective. One common method of virus or malware detection is through the use of system scans either initiated by the user or automatically schedule on a periodic basis. During the scanning, the malicious software detector may search for traces of a virus or other malware using a database of known malware signatures. However, such databases must be routinely updated and have generally proven ineffective against the next variation of the virus.

[0008] Another common approach to dealing with malicious software execution is real-time background system monitoring. Typically, this approach continuously monitors all incoming and outgoing files from the computer system in order to determine any association with known malicious software. Again, many of these approaches use a signature-based approach which is ineffective against the next variation of the malicious software.

SUMMARY

[0009] Systems and methods are described for allowing authorized code to execute on a computer system, while preventing unauthorized code execution. According to one embodiment, a method is provided for locking down a computer system to limit execution of computer program code to only that which can be verified to be approved to run on the computer system. A customized, local whitelist database is stored with a memory of the computer system. The customized, local whitelist database forms a part of an authentication system operable within the computer system and contains therein cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system. A kernel mode driver of the authentication system intercepts file system or operating system activity relating to a code module. The authentication system determines whether to authorize the request by causing a cryptographic hash value of the code module to be authenticated with reference to the customized, local whitelist database. The authentication system allows the code module to be loaded and executed within the computer system if the cryptographic hash value matches one of the cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system that are contained within the customized, local whitelist database.

[0010] Other features of embodiments of the present invention will be apparent from the accompanying drawings and from the detailed description that follows.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] In the Figures, similar components and/or features may have the same reference label. Further, various components of the same type may be distinguished by following the reference label with a second label that distinguishes among the similar components. If only the first reference label is used in the specification, the description is applicable to any one of the similar components having the same first reference label irrespective of the second reference label.

[0012] FIG. 1 is a high level architectural diagram of a multi-level whitelist authentication system for allowing the execution of authorized computer code in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

[0013] FIG. 2 illustrates an example of a computer system with which embodiments of the present invention may be utilized.

[0014] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary method for new process creation authorization processing in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

[0015] FIG. 4 is an exemplary flow diagram illustrating a method for authorization of loading of code modules by running processes in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

[0016] FIG. 5 conceptually illustrates an exemplary multi-level whitelist database system in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

[0017] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of using a multi-level whitelist approach in accordance one embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] Embodiments of the present invention generally relate to systems for allowing the execution of authorized computer program code and methods for protecting computer systems and networks from unauthorized code execution. According to one embodiment, a proactive whitelist approach is employed to secure a computer system by allowing only the execution of authorized computer program code thereby protecting the computer system against the execution of malicious code such as viruses, Trojan horses, spy-ware, and/or the like.

[0019] Embodiments of the present invention also provide for systems and methods to enable an external license enforcement mechanism to be imposed upon software applications having no built-in mechanism to support license track-
Various embodiments use a kernel-level driver, which intercepts or “hooks” certain system Application Programming Interface (API) calls in order to monitor the creation of processes prior to code execution. The kernel-level driver may also intercept and monitor the loading of code modules by running processes, and the passing of non-executable code modules, such as script files, to approved or running code modules via command line options, for example. The kernel-level driver makes decisions regarding whether to allow code modules to be loaded (e.g., mapped into memory) and/or executed based on whether the code modules are “approved” as described in more detail below.

Various embodiments make use of a user-level service to augment the processing provided by the driver. Certain tasks, such as network communication, are much more easily implemented in user-level code than in a driver. While it is possible to implement all of the functionality of this system in the driver, the preferred embodiment divides processing between a user-level service process and the driver-level generally along the lines of performing the most time sensitive operations directly in the driver and performing the more complex operations at user-level.

Various features and/or advantages may be provided by one or more embodiments of the present invention. These features and/or advantages may include the following: providing a secure system for limiting the execution of computer program code to only that executable code which can be verified to be approved to run on that computer; and systems and methods for protecting a computer system from attack by unauthorized or malicious users or software attempting to modify the various whitelist databases or otherwise spoof the system such that unauthorized code would be allowed to run.

According to one embodiment, a software package may be provided which performs one or more of the methods described herein. During the installation of the software on a computer system, the software modules (e.g., one or more of the kernel mode driver, OS file system activity monitor, OS process creation activity monitor, OS module load activity monitor, user mode service layer and user interface layer, etc. described below) are also installed. In some embodiments, a current copy of a global whitelist may be installed locally on the computer system. In addition, according to one embodiment, an inventory of the user’s hard drive may be performed during which a content authenticator may be created for each code module. For example, code modules may include, but need not be limited to, files containing executable code, script files, batch files, dynamically-linked libraries (DLL’s), executables, and/or the like.

According to one embodiment, protection is not just limited to traditional executable modules but also extends to many kinds of “script” command/data files. The content authenticator may be compared to those contained in one or more whitelists of varying scope. For example, some embodiments may use a multi-level whitelist architecture including one or more MRU caches, one or more global whitelists, and/or one or more local whitelists.

According to one embodiment, one or more whitelists may be protected by a digital signature of its own contents. The digital signature may be based on calculated values, for example, a hash value for the data in the whitelist. This signature may then be encrypted remotely by a Remote Signing Server (RSS) using private key encryption. Each time one or more of the whitelists are read into memory to look up a value during normal operation, the hash value may be recalculated by the authentication system software, and compared to the unencrypted stored value (unencrypted using the public key). If the two hash values compare equally, then it can be reasonably assured that the authenticated whitelist has not been modified maliciously.

In one embodiment, the RSS may be used to encrypt hash values of the whitelists using Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) encryption, for example. The RSS may host a secret (private) encryption key that it uses to encrypt values sent to it by client installations that are in need of modifying their database. Later a public key may be used to decrypt the value for comparison against calculated values allowing the code to determine if any of the data has been modified.

Some embodiments additionally provide for a client verification scheme. According to one embodiment, the RSS verifies that a client making a signature request is indeed an actual approved instance of the authentication system software, and not a hacker or someone attempting to spoof the RSS. In order to do so, the system may make use of a variety of identifying information from the requestor to make that determination. For example a machine ID, a password, and/or the like may be used. A machine ID is a unique identifier (number) that is generated at the time of authentication system software installation on an end user computer or server. It may contain a globally unique identifier (GUID) in combination with some other values that uniquely identify the computer system that the client code was installed on (including possibly a CPU serial number, a network card unique media access control (MAC) address, and/or various other system information).

Various embodiments of the present invention may be used in either a personal setting or within in a corporate network environment. The basic technology for allowing/denying the execution of certain code modules is useful for other purposes. In this manifestation, the user may not have any control over approving or denying particular modules, but the IT manager or department may. Instead of relying on a truly global whitelist, a custom whitelist database may be created and maintained by the IT department. General operation of such an authentication system is similar; however, less emphasis is given to an individual user’s ability to locally approve/reject modules.

In an enterprise setting, to better support centralized control over which modules are allowed to execute, it is anticipated that the authentication system would include a ‘management console’ and that the authentication system software is capable of being controlled/configured/updated via remote control. Also, in this environment it is desirable that the authentication system software be able to interface with other enterprise management tools. Therefore, in one embodiment, the authentication system software may be equipped with a remote control port to support such operations. Remote control of the authentication system software may be subject to validation/authentication techniques to
insure that only approved management consoles can control the authentication system software.

[0030] In addition to malware protection, other purposes and uses for a corporate version of the authentication system software may include additional features, such as one or more of: the ability to manually limit allowed applications on workstations within the network; the ability to monitor and track software use activity; software license management; software use management, and/or the ability to aggregate data from many computers on a network about how many copies of a certain software application are being used at any one time.

[0031] In the following description, for the purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of embodiments of the present invention. It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in the art that embodiments of the present invention may be practiced without some of these specific details.

[0032] Embodiments of the present invention may be provided as a computer program product which may include a machine-readable medium having stored thereon instructions which may be used to program a computer (or other electronic devices) to perform a process. The machine-readable medium may include, but is not limited to, floppy diskettes, optical disks, compact disc read-only memories (CD-ROMs), and magneto-optical disks, ROMs, random access memories (RAMs), erasable programmable read-only memories (EPROMs), electrically erasable programmable read-only memories (EEPROMs), magnetic or optical cards, flash memory, or other type of media/machine-readable medium suitable for storing electronic instructions. Moreover, embodiments of the present invention may also be downloaded as a computer program product, wherein the program may be transferred from a remote computer to a requesting computer by way of data signals embodied in a carrier wave or other propagation medium via a communication link (e.g., a modem or network connection).

[0033] While, for convenience, various embodiments of the present invention may be described with reference to a proactive malware protection methodology implemented within a Microsoft® Windows® kernel mode driver, the present invention is equally applicable to various other operating system environments and other applications in which monitoring and/or enforcement of software activity is desired. For example, according to one embodiment, techniques described herein may be used to monitor and track software use activity by logging the execution and use of all or selected types or categories of modules on a computer system or network. Additionally, various of the methodologies described herein may be used to enforce and monitor floating licenses for software applications by limiting the number of concurrent users of a particular software application. Various other usage scenarios, such as copy enforcement, software/application use management, and/or the like, for a system as described herein will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art.

[0034] For the sake of illustration, various embodiments of the present invention have herein been described in the context of computer programs, physical components, and logical interactions within modern computer networks. Importantly, while these embodiments describe various aspects of the invention in relation to modern computer networks and programs, the method and apparatus described herein are equally applicable to other systems, devices, and networks as one skilled in the art will appreciate. As such, the illustrated applications of the embodiments of the present invention are not meant to be limiting, but instead exemplary. Other systems, devices, and networks to which embodiments of the present invention are applicable include, but are not limited to, other types communication and computer devices and systems. More specifically, embodiments are applicable to communication systems, services, and devices such as cell phone networks and compatible devices. In addition, embodiments are applicable to all levels of computing from the personal computer to large network mainframes and servers as well as being applicable to local area networks (LANs) and wide area networks (WANs), such as enterprise-wide networks.

TERMINOLOGY

[0035] Brief definitions of terms, abbreviations, and phrases used throughout this application are given below.

[0036] The phrase “code module” generally refers to any file that contains information that may be interpreted by a computer system. Examples of code modules include executable objects, file system objects, data files, text files, script files and/or the like. Furthermore, code objects, such as visual basic scripts, java scripts, Windows-based scripts, java applets, and/or the like, are intended to be encompassed by the phrase “code module.” Common file extensions of executable objects include, but are not limited to, .exe, .com, .sys, .dll, .scr, .cpl, .api, .drv, .bpl and/or the like. File system objects include objects like device drivers, network interfaces, and/or the like. Other examples of code modules may include files using the ISO/IEC 6931 standard, S-records, PE/CFM, Mach-O (Next, Mac OS X), a.out (Unix/Linux), COFF (Unix/Linux), ECOFF (Mips), XCOFF (AIX), ELF (Unix/Linux), Mach-O (Next, Mac OS X), Portable Executable, IBM 360 object format, NLM, OMFI, SOM (HP), XBE (Xbox executable), and/or the like.

[0037] The terms “connected” or “coupled” and related terms are used in an operational sense and are not necessarily limited to a direct physical connection or coupling. Thus, for example, two devices may be coupled directly, or via one or more intermediary media or devices. As another example, devices may be coupled in such a way that information can be passed therebetween, while not sharing any physical connection with another. Based on the disclosure provided herein, one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate a variety of ways in which connection or coupling exists in accordance with the aforementioned definition.

[0038] The phrase “content authenticator” generally refers to a result of method for generating an authenticating mark which may be used in verifying digital information, files, code and/or data segments of code modules and/or the like. For example, in some cases a method of content authentication comprises two complimentary algorithms. One for generating the authenticating mark and one for verifying the authenticating mark. In one embodiment, a digital signature is employed as the content authenticator. A digital signature or cryptographic digital signature denotes the result of computing a cryptographic hash value, such as SHA-1, SHA-256, MD-5, and the like, over a specific body of encoded data, then encrypting the hash value using a private key. Given the same body of encoded data, re-computing the hash value, and decrypting the digital signature using the corresponding public key, will produce the identical value if the encoded data remains the same. According to one embodiment, in an effort to increase real-time performance, content authenticators
may be generated and validated for only the code segment of a code module representing an executable. In other embodiments, the content authenticators may cover both the code and data segments of code modules representing executables. [0039] The phrase “global whitelist” generally refers to a whitelist identifying commonly accepted code modules that are approved for execution. In some embodiment, a global whitelist is a list of all known approved code modules, not limited to those existing on any one particular computer system. According to various embodiments, the global whitelist may be provided by a source external to the organization, enterprise or individual end user or group of end users whose code modules are whitelisted. In some embodiments, a trusted service provider may maintain a global whitelist and allow local copies of the global whitelist to be stored on computer systems associated with a registered user of the trusted service provider. In other embodiments, the global whitelist may exist only on one or more protected servers and is not distributed in the form of local copies. In one embodiment, the global whitelist may be populated with a truly “global” list of all known safe code modules as identified by multiple sources. In other embodiments, the global whitelist may be edited and/or created by an administrator based on an enterprise-, division-, development group-wide software policy, for example. In addition, according to various embodiments, the global whitelist database may be updated on a periodic schedule such as yearly, monthly, weekly, etc. or on an as-needed basis. In an enterprise network, for example, the global whitelist database might contain a limited subset of known good code modules that are approved for use with the particular enterprise. As an example, a global whitelist may identify code modules associated with common operating system software, operating system services, and common utilities such as word processors, internet browsers, and/or the like. In addition, a global whitelist database may contain one or more fields that contain various information about the code module or the entry in the global whitelist. For example, in some cases the fields may include one or more of the following: a content authenticator, a file name and/or a file path, information identifying the user or process that created and/or last edited the entry, a run option, additional flags describing what processing should occur for this entry such as an “interpreter” flag, a time stamp, and/or the like. In some embodiments, the run option for a given entry can encode more information and indicate a wider range of processing than just allow. Thus it is understood that “whitelist” as used in accordance with various embodiments stores more than just the list of authenticators that are valid; it should be understood to have the broader meaning of the list of authenticators for which we want to perform some specific processing (e.g., deny, prompt, etc).

[0040] The phrases “in one embodiment,” “according to one embodiment,” and the like generally mean the particular feature, structure, or characteristic following the phrase is included in at least one embodiment of the present invention, and may be included in more than one embodiment of the present invention. Importantly, such phrases do not necessarily refer to the same embodiment.

[0041] The phrase “local whitelist” generally refers to a whitelist which identifies code modules which have been locally approved for execution on one or more computer systems or a whitelist that has otherwise been customized for use by one or more particular computer systems. The local/global qualifier when used in connection with the term whitelist does not necessarily refer to where the whitelist is stored, but rather is intended to refer to the size, scope or quantity of entries in the whitelist. Typically, a global whitelist would be expected to be more comprehensive than a local whitelist. In one embodiment, the local whitelist may be stored in a memory store. In contrast to global whitelists, a local whitelist allows for a more specific customization of the computer software which may be run on an individual computer, thereby allowing an administrator to tailor a local whitelist to allow or disallow particular code modules. According to various embodiments, a local whitelist database may contain entries for files known to be installed on one or more computer systems. For example, according to some embodiments, a local whitelist may be created by a computer lock down procedure that scans one or more local computers for code modules which are then added to the local whitelist database. In other embodiments, an end user or administrator may be authorized to add or remove entries indicating which code modules are allowed to execute and/or load. The entries found within a local whitelist, according to some embodiments, may consist of a content authenticator value, file name and/or file path information, run-options and flags. Flags can contain information, such as whether the corresponding code module is a script interpreter, or whether the code module is being monitored by a floating license server. In each case, it should be understood that the terms local whitelist and global whitelist do not necessarily imply separate file storage. Indeed, the local and global entries, at least according to some embodiments, could all be stored in a single file with an appropriate flag on each entry indicating its local/global status. Such statuses are important for being able to properly update the locally stored lists from external sources.

[0042] If the specification states a component or feature “may”, “can”, “could”, or “might” be included or have a characteristic, that particular component or feature is not required to be included or have the characteristic.

[0043] The phrases “memory store” or “data store” generally refer to any device, mechanism, or populated data structure used for storing information. For purposes of this patent application, “memory store” or “data store” are intended to encompass, but are not limited to, one or more databases, one or more tables, one or more files, volatile memory, nonvolatile memory and dynamic memory. By way of further illustration, for example, random access memory, memory storage devices, and other recording media are covered by the phrase “memory store” or “data store.” Common examples of a memory store include, but are not limited to, magnetic media such as floppy disks, magnetic tapes, hard drives and/or the like. Other examples of “memory stores” include SIMMs, SDRAM, DIMMs, RDRAM, DDR RAM, SODIMMS, optical memory devices such as compact disks, DVDs, and/or the like. In addition, a “memory store” may include one or more disk drives, flash drives, databases, local cache memories, processor cache memories, relational databases, flat databases, and/or the like. This list is no way meant to be an exhaustive list of devices and/or data structures filling with in the definition of “memory store,” but is instead meant to highlight some examples. Those skilled in the art will appreciate many additional devices and techniques for storing information which are intended to be included within the phrase “memory store.”

[0044] The phrase “MRU cache” or “most recently used cache” generally refers to a most recently used list of code modules that have been requested or themselves have
requested to be loaded or mapped into memory or to create a process. In one embodiment, the MRU cache is used to efficiently identify authorized and/or unauthorized code modules without having to re-calculate a content authenticator associated with the code modules as the code modules have relatively recently already been authenticated. Accordingly, new entries may be added to the MRU cache as code modules are authenticated and then allowed or disallowed to load or execute. In some embodiments, the MRU cache is an in-memory list of code module file path names (identifying EXEs, DLLs, Scripts, etc.) and associated run-options for the corresponding file path names. According to various embodiments, the MRU cache may be updated when a kernel-level driver intercepts file system write activity for any of the files identified in the MRU cache. As such, the cache entry for the particular file may be removed from the list or otherwise invalidated to preclude a file that may have been modified by being authenticated based on the MRU cache. Other embodiments provide for the MRU cache may be stored in any memory store. The use of a MRU cache may provide a significant performance enhancement by allowing the kernel-level driver to bypass the steps of having to calculate and look up the content authenticator associated with the code module in one or more of the higher-level whitelists each time a code module is loaded into memory.

0045] The phrase “multi-level whitelist” general refers to a whitelist architecture in which a hierarchial whitelist approach with multiple whitelists of varying scope and/or an MRU cache are employed. Accordingly, a priority is created that governs the order in which the whitelists and caches are checked. Some embodiments of a multi-level whitelist may use one or more of MRU caches, one or more local whitelist databases, and/or one or more global whitelist databases.

0046] The term “responsive” includes completely or partially responsive.

0047] The phrase “run options” generally refers to an indicator associated with one or more code modules of whether a code module should be unconditionally allowed to execute, unconditionally denied to execute, or if more information is required before a decision can be made about the execution of the code module. In some embodiments, a run option may indicate that a license check is required, administrator approval is required, that the code module may be allowed if certain conditions are met, or that the code module should be disallowed under certain conditions. For example, a music player or instant message application may be associated with a run option that will only allow execution of the code modules after work hours.

0048] The term “whitelist” generally refers to an access control mechanism that may identify a set of one or more code modules approved for execution on one or more computer systems. In some embodiments, a whitelist may also include information identifying a set of one or more code modules that are not approved for execution (e.g., blacklisted information). A whitelist may be stored in a memory store or a data store resident in local memory, on a mass storage device, on a remote machine or distributed across one or more remote machines. In some embodiments, a whitelist may also contain information associated with the code modules, such as a file name or file path (e.g., a file name and/or associated extension or a fully qualified path of a file), content authenticator, special file tags, known associations, and/or the like.

Exemplary System Overview

0049] FIG. 1 is a high level architectural diagram of a multi-level whitelist authentication system 100 for allowing the execution of authorized computer code in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. According to the present example, the multi-level whitelist authentication system 100 includes a user interface layer 105, a user mode service layer 110 and a kernel mode driver 115.

0050] In one embodiment, the kernel mode driver 115 interacts with and makes use of various other components, such as an OS file system activity monitor 155, an OS process creation monitor 150, an OS module load activity monitor 145 and a local whitelist 135, to perform real-time authentication of code modules. According to one embodiment, the OS file system activity monitor 155 may also be configured to monitor and protect one or more of the whitelists such as MRU cache 160, local whitelist 135, and/or global whitelist 130. In one embodiment, the kernel mode driver 115 hooks low level operating system APIs to intercept various OS operations, such as process creation, module loading, and file system input/output (I/O) activity. In this manner, the kernel mode driver 115 may perform appropriate authentication processing prior to the loading or mapping of a requested code module into memory or prior to the execution of a requested code module.

0051] According to the present example and as will be described in further detail below, during the creation of any new processes, or the loading of a code module by an existing process, the kernel mode driver 115 can make a determination as to whether to allow the particular operation to continue (e.g., grant the request) or deny the request (e.g., by propagating an error code to the user mode service layer 110) with reference to an MRU cache 160 and the local whitelist 135.

0052] According to one embodiment, the local whitelist 135 contains entries for files known to be resident on the local computer system or within the LAN or enterprise network. The local whitelist 135 may be stored in RAM or on a disk file. As described further below, in one embodiment, entries of the local whitelist 135 include a content authenticator value, path information, run-options and flags associated with each code module. Flags can contain information such as whether the corresponding code module is a script interpreter or whether the code module is being monitored by a floating license server, such as floating license server 120. As described further below, in accordance with a typical authentication scenario that does not include the optional cache acceleration technique (described below), responsive to a request to execute or load a code module, the multi-level whitelist authentication system 100 first attempts to authenticate the code module with reference to the local whitelist 135 (e.g., calculate a content authenticator value associated with the code module and compare the calculated value to the expected value stored in the local whitelist 135). If such authentication is inconclusive, then authentication processing continues with reference to the global whitelist 130.

0053] As described further below, a cache acceleration technique involving the use of an optional most recently used (MRU) cache 160 facilitates real-time authentication of code modules by maintaining a relatively small set of cache entries relating to code modules that have recently been requested to execute, such as executables, dynamically-linked libraries (DLLs) and scripts. When employed, the MRU cache 160 provides significant performance enhancement by allowing the kernel mode driver 115 not to have to calculate and look up the content authenticator each time a commonly used code module is loaded.
According to one embodiment, the MRU cache 160 is an in-memory list of path names and associated run-options for the most recently requested code modules. Entries may be added to the MRU cache 160 after code modules are authenticated by other means (e.g., with reference to the local whitelist 135, the global whitelist 130, or after explicit approval by the end user or the system or network administrator). Since code modules identified by entries of the MRU cache 160 have already been recently authenticated, as long as the file associated with code module remains unaltered, there is no need to perform the time-consuming process of calculating and looking up the content authenticator for the requested code module.

According to one embodiment and as described in further detail below, the kernel mode driver 115 protects the integrity of the MRU cache 160 by removing or otherwise invalidating cache entries associated with files that may have been altered. For example, when the kernel mode driver 115 intercepts file system write activity via the OS file system activity monitor 155 for any of the files in the MRU cache 160, the entry associated with the file may be removed from the list or marked as invalid to allow subsequent cache processing to overwrite the entry. Consequently, in one embodiment, if a valid entry associated with the requested code module is found in MRU cache 160, then an accelerated authentication of the requested code module may be performed by simply using the previous authentication results.

The global whitelist 130 is a list of approved code modules that is not limited to those existing on a particular computer system. According to one embodiment, the global whitelist 130 is an externally supplied knowledge base of known safe software modules that may be gathered from one or more sources. While in some implementations, the global whitelist 130 may be populated with a truly “global” list of all known safe software, it is contemplated that within an enterprise network, the global whitelist 130 might contain only a limited subset of known good software that is approved for use with the particular enterprise. In one embodiment, the global whitelist 130 contains the same fields as the local whitelist 135.

According to one embodiment, the user mode service layer 110 provides services that help make decisions about whether to allow execution of code modules that the kernel mode driver 115 cannot affirmatively authenticate. For example, if the kernel mode driver 115 cannot locate an entry for a code module in either the MRU cache 160 or the local whitelist 135, then responsibility for completing authentication of the code module may propagate up the chain to the user mode service layer 110. In the present example, configuration options 140 stored within the user mode service layer 110 may help determine the actions that are taken in these cases. For example, the configuration options 140 may include such items as whether the end user or a system or network administrator should be prompted to allow unknown code modules to execute (permissions), whether a Global Whitelist Server should be contacted to obtain approval, whether the floating license server 120 should be contacted to obtain approval, etc. In one embodiment, the user mode service layer 110 may also be responsible for logging (storing) information about the operation of the system, etc.

In the present example, the user interface layer 105 is responsible for displaying information to the end user of the computer system and/or for displaying information to a system or network administrator. This may include prompting the end user or administrator for permission to execute an unknown code module (if the configuration options 140 are set to do that) or simply notifying the user and/or administrator that a code module was denied execution as a result of the operation of the multi-level whitelist authentication system 100.

A global whitelist server 125 may be a server to which the multi-level whitelist authentication system 100 is connected over the Internet or it may be a locally hosted server in an enterprise network. In one embodiment, the global whitelist server 125 is an external source for receiving updated whitelist information. Depending upon the particular implementation, the global whitelist server 125 may allow a complete local copy to be stored with the multi-level whitelist authentication system 100 or the global whitelist server 125 may simply respond to individual code module information queries.

In embodiments in which it is desirable to enforce concurrent instance limitations on particular software applications, a floating license server 120 may be included to centrally manage the number of concurrent executions of particular code modules. According to one embodiment, the floating license server 120 may be programmed to allow a limited number of concurrent executions for certain modules. For example, when a monitored application is launched, the available license count may be decremented. When that instance of the application terminates, the floating license server 120 is notified so that it can increment the available license count.

As described further below, in one embodiment, the floating license server 120 may be queried by individual clients to determine whether licenses are available at a given time to execute the monitored application(s). If there is not an available license when one is requested, it will return that information so that the client can deny the execution at that time. Advantageously, in this manner, an application that is not otherwise provided with built-in capabilities to perform license enforcement may be subjected to concurrent execution limitations as may be desired by an enterprise or otherwise contractually imposed by an application provider, for example.

In the present example, a Remote Signing Server (RSS) 165, may be used to protect one or more of the global whitelist 130, the local whitelist 135 and the MRU cache 160 with an externally generated digital signature. The digital signature may be based in part upon a hash value for the data in the corresponding whitelist. This signature may then be encrypted remotely by a Remote Signing Server (RSS) using private key encryption. Then, each time one or more of the whitelists are read into memory to look up a value during normal operation, the hash value may be recalculated by the authentication system software, and compared to the unencrypted stored value (unencrypted using the public key). If the two hash values compare equally, then it can be reasonably assured that the authenticated whitelist has not been modified maliciously.

Some embodiments additionally provide for a client verification scheme according to which a caller of the RSS 165 is confirmed to be an authorized code module associated with the authentication system software by requiring the caller to provide identifying information, such as a machine ID or password, and/or the like.

In one embodiment, the client verification scheme employs an un-stored password (from user memory) that is
used when an end-user installs the authentication system software and creates a new account on the RSS, he/she may be prompted to provide a password or phrase to the server through a web page that is never stored on the end user system. The user may then be asked to provide this password during the database signing protocol.

[0065] In addition, some embodiments provide for abuse/misuse detection. According to one embodiment, the RSS contains code to monitor requests made of it and looks for patterns of malicious use, such as repeated failed authentications from the same IP address, etc.

Exemplary Computer System Overview

[0066] Embodiments of the present invention include various steps, which will be described in more detail below. A variety of these steps may be performed by hardware components or may be embodied in machine-executable instructions, which may be used to cause a general-purpose or special-purpose processor programmed with the instructions to perform the steps. Alternatively, the steps may be performed by a combination of hardware, software, and/or firmware. As such, FIG. 2 is an example of a computer system 200, such as a workstation, personal computer, client, or server, upon which embodiments of the present invention may be utilized.

[0067] According to the present example, the computer system includes a bus 201, at least one processor 202, at least one communication port 203, a main memory 204, a removable storage media 205, a read only memory 206, and a mass storage 207.

[0068] Processor(s) 202 can be any know processor, such as, but not limited to, an Intel® Itanium® or Itanium 2® processor(s), or AMD® Opteron® or Athlon MP® processor(s), or Motorola® lines of processors. Communication port(s) 203 can be any of an RS-232 port for use with a modem based dialup connection, a 10/100 Ethernet port, or a Gigabit port using copper or fiber. Communication port(s) 203 may be chosen depending on a network such as a Local Area Network (LAN), Wide Area Network (WAN), or any network to which the computer system 200 connects.

[0069] Main memory 204 can be Random Access Memory (RAM), or any other dynamic storage device(s) commonly known in the art. Read only memory 206 can be any static storage device(s) such as Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM) chips for storing static information such as instructions for processor 202.

[0070] Mass storage 207 can be used to store information and instructions. For example, hard disks such as the Adaptec® family of SCSI drives, an optical disc, an array of disks such as RAID, such as the Adaptec family of RAID drives, or any other mass storage devices may be used.

[0071] Bus 201 communicatively couples processor(s) 202 with the other memory, storage and communication blocks. Bus 201 can be a PCI/PCI-X or SCSI based system bus depending on the storage devices used.

[0072] Removable storage media 205 can be any kind of external hard-drives, floppy drives, ROMega® Zip Drives, Compact Disc—Read Only Memory (CD-ROM), Compact Disc—Re-Writable (CD-RW), Digital Video Disc—Read Only Memory (DVD-ROM).

[0073] The components described above are meant to exemplify some types of possibilities. In no way should the aforementioned examples limit the scope of the invention, as they are only exemplary embodiments.

[0074] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary method 300 for new process creation authorization processing in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. In accordance with the present example, a monitoring step, step 310, monitors for process creation requests from code modules. In one embodiment, the kernel mode driver 115 is activated as new processes are created, just before execution. For example, in the context of the Windows operating system, the OS process creation activity monitor 150 may intercept new process creation activity by hooking to the Windows CreateSection API call and in response temporarily turning control over to the kernel mode driver 115 to allow appropriate authentication processing to be performed. The monitoring for new process creation requests may occur during system boot processing or during normal system operations.

[0075] At decision block 320, a determination may then be made as to whether the code module is authorized to execute. According to one embodiment, a multi-level whitelisting approach may be used. One embodiment of the multi-level whitelisting approach is described in more detail with reference to FIG. 6. Briefly, in accordance with one embodiment, a content authenticator of the code module being loaded may be calculated and compared to the expected value stored in an entry of one or more of the multiple whitelists available. If the entry is found, the authorization determination may be made on one or more parameters as to whether the request should be approved, and then control is returned to the operating system. In one embodiment, requests may be unconditionally approved, unconditionally denied, or a decision may need to be made by an authorized user.

[0076] If the request is granted, control flow continues along the “Yes” path exiting decision block 320 to block 345. If the request is denied, control flow continues along the “No” path from decision block 320 to block 330. Otherwise, if no determination can be made without further input from an authorized user, for example, then the determination may be unknown and control flow continues along the “UnK” path from decision block 320 to block 355.

[0077] At block 345, a decision has previously been made that the code module in question may continue to load and execute in the normal fashion. In one embodiment, this means that the code module is granted access to system resources such as memory, processors, and/or the like.

[0078] At block 330, a decision has previously been made that the code module in question is not allowed to create a new process and the new process creation request is denied. As described in more detail below, a denial may arise for multiple reasons. For example, in one embodiment, a run option may be set to an “unconditional deny” state in one or more of the whitelists. Once this is found, according to various embodiments, the request may be denied and access will not be granted to the system resources such as memory, processors, and the like. In other embodiments, a request may be denied if there are not enough licenses to allow another concurrent instance of a particular software application, for example, that is subject to monitoring by a floating license server. Still yet in other cases, the denial may occur based on one or more conditions placed on the code module for execution. For example, a whitelist may indicate that a code module may be executed only during a certain period of the day. As such, if it is not during the time period indicated, then denial relating to the creation of a new process associated with the requested code module may occur. As another example, a whitelist may...
 indicate that only certain users are authorized to execute a particular code module. As such, when another user attempts to execute the code module, the request may be denied.

[0079] In one embodiment, if a new process creation request is denied or granted, information associated with the denial or allowance may be recorded at blocks 335 and 350, respectively. Various additional information associated with the denial or allowance may be recorded. For example, parameters such as a time stamp, reason for denial/allowance, such as run option set to unconditional deny/allow, whitelist level at which the determination was made, whether the denial/allowance was as a result of user input, the content authenticator calculated for the code module, code module name, code module file path, machine id, and/or the like. In various embodiments, this information may be stored in one or more databases. In other embodiments, the information may be transmitted to an external monitoring system which may prepare a summary of denied/allowed process creation requests. This report may then be transmitted to a designated person on a periodic or on-demand basis. At block 340, in some embodiments, in addition to or instead of recording information associated with the process creation denial, an error code associated with the process creation denial may be displayed to an end user, system administrator or other authorized personnel.

[0080] According to one embodiment, the information associated with the denial of the new process creation request may be used to remove the unauthorized code modules from the system. This may be done automatically, using manual user intervention, and/or a combination of the two. For example, if the code module associated with the new process creation request is known malware, the code module may be automatically removed. In other cases, user intervention may be desirable. In other cases, nothing may need to be done immediately. For example, if the reason for unconditional denial is because there are not enough licenses currently available, then no further action is necessary. However, in some embodiments, information associated with a denial based on insufficient licenses may be used to determine if additional licenses may need to be purchased.

[0081] At block 355, a decision has previously been made that the code module authorization processing of block 320 resulted in “known” state, e.g., there is a need for more information or intervention on the part of an authorized user. According to one embodiment, when this occurs, a request may be made at block 355 for an administrator or end user to determine whether the new process creation request should be granted. For example, when a request is received from a code module that may have a legitimate purpose, but is either not currently in one or more of the whitelists or is currently in one or more of the whitelists but is associated with a run option of “additional authorization required,” for example, then a decision may be requested from an administrator or end user. An administrator may use behavior analysis techniques, such as sandboxing, to determine if such code module requests should be granted. In accordance with various embodiments, it should be understood that this appeal to additional authority includes but is not limited to: real-time notification of an administrator or querying one or more external servers that might have more knowledge about the approval status of this module.

[0082] According to one embodiment, one or more options may be presented to the end user when a request for a decision is made. In some cases, the options presented may depend on whether the new process creation request occurred during a boot process or after the system is fully booted. In other cases, special configuration options control behavior of the system before a user or management console control is available from the operating system. For example, a user prompt, unattended deny and log mode, and/or a user self-lockdown mode may be present in one or more embodiments of the present invention. According to one embodiment, the user may be prompted that an unapproved module is attempting to execute and may be given various options from which to select. According to one embodiment, the user may be given the following choices: (1) allow the code module to execute this time, but continue to warn or prompt on subsequent attempts (no modification of any whitelists takes place); (2) deny this code module from executing this time and prompt on subsequent attempts (again, no whitelist modification takes place); (3) allow this code module to execute this time and in the future—add an entry in a local whitelist; and/or (4) deny this code module from executing this time and in the future—set run option in one or more of the available whitelists to unconditional deny.

[0083] According to one embodiment, in the unattended deny and log mode, the system will deny execution of all unapproved code modules. According to some embodiments, even code modules which have an unknown determination may be denied. In some embodiments, a log file entry may be made noting that the unapproved code module attempted to execute. No user notification or interaction is required. This may be useful in the case of server, for example, since a servers normally do not have an end user immediately available.

[0084] If the user self-lockdown mode is active, various embodiments provide that the user may elect to deny all unapproved code modules, but be notified when one attempts to execute through the user interface. In some embodiments, this may be an immediate notification such as a pop-up dialog screen, audible notification, print out, email, and/or the like. Other embodiments provide for notification on an on-demand basis or a periodic basis, such as hourly, daily, weekly, and the like.

[0085] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a method 400 for authorization of loading of code modules by running processes in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. In accordance with the present example, a monitoring step, step 410, monitors for the loading of code modules by running processes. In one embodiment, the kernel mode driver 115 is activated as code module load activity occurs. For example, in the context of the Windows operating system, the OS module load activity monitor 145 may intercept module loading activity by hooking to the Windows CreateSection API call and in response thereto temporarily turning control over to the kernel mode driver 115 to allow appropriate authentication processing to be performed.

[0086] Once a request from a running process is received to load a code module, such as a .dll, .exe, script file, and/or the like, a determination is made at decision block 320, as to whether the request should be authorized. According to various embodiments, a multi-level whitelisting approach may be used. A more detailed description of how this decision is made in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention is provided below. Briefly, in accordance with one embodiment, decision block 320 may result in an uncondi-
tional deny, an unconditional allow, or an unknown state (in which case, a decision may be solicited from an authorized user).

[0087] If the request is granted, control flow continues along the “Yes” path exiting decision block 320 to block 445. If the request is denied, control flow continues along the “No” path from decision block 320 to block 430. Otherwise, if no determination can be made without further input from an authorized user, for example, then the determination may be unknown and control flow continues along the “UnK” path from decision block 320 to block 455.

[0088] At block 445, a decision has previously been made that the code module in question may continue to be mapped into memory. In one embodiment, this means that the code module is granted access to system resources such as memory, processors, and/or the like. In some cases, the determination as to whether the load request should be granted may depend on the running process which is performing the loading request. For example, some running processes may be authorized to load certain code modules, while other running processes may not be allowed to load the same code modules.

[0089] At block 430, a decision has previously been made that the code module in question is not allowed to be mapped into memory and that the code module load request is denied. As described in more detail below, a denial may arise for multiple reasons. For example, in one embodiment, a run option may be set to an “unconditional deny” state in one or more of the whitelists. Once this is found, according to various embodiments, the request may be denied and access will not be granted to the system resources such as memory, processors, and the like. In other embodiments, the denial may occur based on conditions placed on the code module for loading, such as those discussed above with reference to FIG. 3.

[0090] In some embodiments, if a load module request is denied or granted, information associated with the denial or allowance may be recorded, see blocks 435 and 450. Various information associated with this unconditional denial or unconditional allowance may be recorded at blocks 435 and 450, respectively. For example, parameters such as a time stamp, reason for denial/allowance, such as run option set to unconditional deny/allow, the running process requesting the loading of the code module, whitelist level at which the determination was made, if the denial/allowance resulted from user input, the content authenticator calculated for the code module, code module name, code module file path, machine id, and/or the like.

[0091] In various embodiments, this information may be stored in one or more databases. In other embodiments, the information may be transmitted to an external monitoring system which may prepare a summary of denied/allowed code module load requests. As indicated above, with reference to FIG. 3, such a report may then be transmitted to a designated person on a periodic or on-demand basis. Other embodiments, simply determine an error code when the load code module request is denied and transmits this error code to an end user, system administrator or other authorized personnel, see step 440.

[0092] At block 455, a decision has previously been made that the code module load authorization processing of block 320 resulted in “unknown” state, e.g., there is a need for more information or intervention on the part of an authorized user. According to one embodiment, when this occurs, a request may be made at block 455 for an administrator or end user to determine whether the load request should be granted. Various embodiments allow for different options. As such, it should be understood that this appeal to additional authority includes but need not be limited to real-time notification of an administrator or querying one or more external servers that might have more knowledge about the approval status of this module.

[0093] According to one embodiment, one or more options may be presented to the end user when a request for a decision is made. In some cases, the options presented may depend on whether the loading request occurred during a boot process or after the system is fully booted. As described above with reference to FIG. 3, in other embodiments, special configuration options may control behavior of the system before a user or management console control is available from the operating system. For example, a user prompt mode, unattended deny and log mode, and/or a user self-lockdown mode may be supported in accordance with one embodiment. According to one embodiment, in user prompt mode, the user may be provided with one or more of the following choices: (1) allow this code module to be mapped into memory this time, but continue to warn or prompt on subsequent attempts (no modification of multi-level whitelists); (2) deny this code module from being mapped into memory this time and prompt if it attempts to do so in the future (no multi-level whitelist modification); (3) allow this module to be mapped into memory this time and in the future—add a content authenticator to a whitelist; and/or (4) deny this code module from being mapped into memory this time and in the future—set run option to unconditional deny in the whitelist.

[0094] FIG. 5 conceptually illustrates an exemplary multi-level whitelist database system 500 in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. According to one embodiment, multiple whitelists with varying scope may be used to authenticate requests. In the present example, an MRU cache 505, a local whitelist 520, and a global whitelist 550 are consulted to authenticate requests. In one embodiment, there may be one or more of each scope/level of whitelist. In other embodiments, one or more levels of whitelist may not be present.

[0095] According to one embodiment, authentication processing of a request relating to a code module begins with the MRU cache 505. If insufficient information exists in the MRU cache 505 to make a deny/grant decision, the authentication processing continues with the one or more local whitelists 520. If insufficient information exists in the one or more local whitelists 520, then authentication processing continues with reference to either the floating license server 545 or the one or more global whitelists 550. If insufficient information exists in the one or more global whitelists 550, then the decision regarding whether to allow or deny loading or execution of the code module in question may be delegated to an authorized user 555.

[0096] The MRU cache 505 allows the use of a cache acceleration technique involving the use of an optional most recently used list. The MRU cache 505 facilitates real-time authentication of code modules by maintaining a relatively small set of cache entries 506 relating to code modules that have recently been requested to be executed or to be loaded. In addition, these entries generally contain a subset of the information available for the same entries in one or more local whitelists 520 and/or one or more global whitelists 550.
Examples of code modules include, but need not be limited to, executables, dynamically-linked libraries (DLLs), scripts, and/or the like. In one embodiment, the MRU cache 505 may be stored in locally in memory, in a swap file, and/or the like. In other embodiments, the MRU cache 505 may be stored on other storage media locally, or in some cases, even remotely.

According to one embodiment, the MRU cache 505 comprises an in-memory list of entries 506 identifying path names 510 and previously associated run-options 515 for the most recently requested code modules. Entries may be added to the MRU cache 505 after code modules are authenticated by other means.

A second tier of the multi-level whitelister approach may include one or more local whitelists 520. A local whitelister generally would be expected to be more comprehensive than an MRU cache and less comprehensive than a global whitelister. According to one embodiment, a local whitelister may identify code modules which have been locally approved for execution on one or more computer systems or a whitelister that has otherwise been customized for use by one or more particular computer systems. According to various embodiments, a local whitelister database 520 may contain entries 521 for files known to be installed on one or more computer systems. For example, according to one embodiment, a local whitelister may be created by a computer lock down procedure that scans one or more local computers for code modules which are then added to the local whitelister database 520. In other embodiments, an end user or administrator may be authorized to add or remove entries indicating which code modules are allowed to execute and/or load.

In one embodiment, the entries 521 found within the local whitelister 520 may consist of a file path 525, content authenticator value 530, run-options 535 and administrative information 540. Run-options 535 may consist of one or more of the following states: “unconditional allow,” “unconditional deny,” “conditional allow based on flags,” or “requires additional user authorization.” In one embodiment, the local whitelister 520 may contain flags indicating information, such as whether the corresponding code module is a script interpreter and conditions on execution. For example, in one embodiment, a condition on execution may be approval from the floating license server 545. In another embodiment, compliance with time prohibitions or time authorizations may be necessary for the code module to be loaded or executed. For example, a corporate enterprise may only allow the execution of code modules associated with non-work-related software applications, such as a music player application, after regular business hours.

If an entry contains a flag indicating that the code module is being monitored by a floating license server 545, the compliance with restrictions placed by the floating license server will be necessary for the code module to execute. For example, only a limited number of licenses may be available for concurrent instances of a particular code module. In this case, there must be a free license before the code module will be allowed to execute. As another example, within a corporate setting, a license may only be valid for a particular physical site or location, a particular computer, or by a particular user or set of users. In these cases, compliance with these license restrictions must be met before the code module will be allowed to execute.

Some embodiments, allow for the use of one or more global whitelists 550. Typically, a global whitelister would be expected to be more comprehensive than a local whitelister. A global whitelister 550 may identify commonly accepted code modules that are approved for execution. In one embodiment, the global whitelister 550 represents a list of all known approved code modules, not limited to those existing on any one particular computer system or those within a particular corporate enterprise.

In some embodiments, the global whitelister 550 may identify code modules associated with common operating system software, operating system services, and common utilities such as word processors, internet browsers, and/or the like. In addition, entries 551 of the global whitelister database 550 may contain one or more fields that contain various information about the corresponding code module. For example, in some cases the fields may include the same fields as described in connection with the local whitelister 520. In other cases, a global whitelister may contain additional information in the entries 551. For example, entries 551 in the global whitelister database 550 may contain one or more of the following: a file name and/or a file path, a content authenticator, information identifying the user or process that created and/or last edited the entry, a run option, a time stamp, and/or the like.

As described earlier, according to various embodiments, the global whitelister 550 may be provided by a source external to the organization, enterprise or individual end user or group of end users whose code modules are whitelisted. In some embodiments, a trusted service provider may maintain the global whitelister 550 and allow local copies of the global whitelister to be stored on computer systems associated with a registered user of the trusted service provider. In other embodiments, the global whitelister may exist only on one or more protected servers and is not distributed in the form of local copies. In one embodiment, the global whitelister may be populated with a truly “global” list of all known safe code modules as identified by multiple sources.

In other embodiments, the global whitelister may be edited and/or created by an administrator based on an enterprise-, division-, development group-wide software policy, for example. In addition, according to various embodiments, the global whitelister database may be updated on a periodic schedule such as yearly, monthly, weekly, etc. or on an as needed basis. In an enterprise network, for example, the global whitelister database might contain a limited subset of known good code modules that are approved for use with the particular enterprise.

According to some embodiments, a fourth tier for authentication processing involving prompting an administrator or end user 555 for instructions regarding whether to allow or disallow the loading or execution of the code module in question may be included in the multi-level whitelister approach. The prompting for end-user instructions may occur after a search in any one of the other levels. Further detail regarding exemplary multi-level code module authorization is provided with reference to FIG. 6.

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating a method 600 of using a multi-level whitelister approach in accordance one embodiment of the present invention. In accordance with the present example, multiple whitelisters, such as one or more MRU caches, one or more local whitelisters, and one or more global whitelisters, may be used to authenticate requests relating to code modules. In accordance with one embodiment, available whitelisters are prioritized to create a search order. In some embodiments, this may be done based on the relative
comprehensiveness or scope of the whitelists. In other embodiments, the order in which the whitelists are searched may depend on flags associated with the code module. Still yet, in other embodiments, the prioritization may be based on the code module extension such as .dll or .exe.

[0108] A request for code module authorization may occur in a variety of manners, see blocks 310 and 410 of FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, respectively, for two examples. In any event, once a request for authorization is received, and a prioritization of the available whitelists has been established, the multi-level code module authorization process may begin.

[0109] At block 605, the MRU cache is scanned to determine, see decision block 610, if an entry associated with the requested code module is present. If an entry is not found then a content authenticator is computed for the requested code module at block 615. After the content authenticator for the code module is determined, at block 620, the next whitelist is checked for a matching entry. This whitelist may be another MRU cache, a local whitelist, or a global whitelist. If no matching entry is found, then at block 630, the next prioritized whitelist is checked. If no matching entry is found, then a determination is made at decision block 640 as to whether there are any more whitelists to search. If not, according to one embodiment, a new entry is created in the last available whitelist level for the code module with the run option set to unknown.

[0110] If during decision steps 610, 625, or 635 a entry corresponding to the code module is found, then processing proceeds to block 650. At block 650, a new MRU entry is created (or a least recently used MRU entry is overwritten) for the code module and the filename and run option found in the whitelist entry may be recorded in the new MRU entry.

[0111] At decision block 655, a determination is made regarding whether to check various other flags that may be associated with the whitelist entry. For example, if the run option was already determined to be “deny,” then no further checking need be performed and the run option may simply be returned at block 670. Otherwise, however, if the run option was previously determined to be “allow,” then various other flags associated with the whitelist entry may be checked at blocks 655 and 665, respectively, to determine whether special script file processing or license restriction compliance needs to be performed.

[0112] At decision block 655, a determination is made based on various flags that may be associated with the whitelist entry regarding whether the code module is a script interpreter. If not, then the run option is returned at block 670. Otherwise, if the code module is a script interpreter, then at block 660, information about the associated script is extracted. For example, information regarding one or more command line parameters or arguments may be obtained, such as a file path of a script file to be run by the script interpreter. Then, at block 665, the multi-level code module authorization is performed on the script file. Advantageously, this allows script files to be selectively authorized for execution on a computer system in a manner similar to executable files. Otherwise, if the run option does not identify the code module as a script interpreter, then processing branches from decision block 655 to decision block 665.

[0113] At decision block 665, a determination is made based on various flags that may be associated with the whitelist entry regarding whether the code module is one that requires compliance with one or more license restrictions, such as the code module being monitored by a floating license server. If so, then at block 680, information regarding the number of authorized software licenses is retrieved. Subsequently, at decision block 685, it is determined whether there is at least one free license for the code module to allow an additional concurrent instance of the code module. If so, then the run option is returned at block 670. If no free licenses are available, then the run option of “deny” is returned at block 670. In alternative embodiments, additional checks may be performed, such as whether the user authorized to run this software, whether the request in compliance with physical location restrictions, and/or the like.

[0114] Once a run option is returned to the return run option block 670, the run option decision block 690 returns the appropriate result indicating the code module is either allowed, denied, or that more information or manual intervention is required to make the determination.

[0115] In conclusion, the present invention provides novel systems, methods and arrangements for securing a computer system by allowing only the execution of authorized computer program code. While detailed descriptions of one or more embodiments of the invention have been given above, various alternatives, modifications, and equivalents will be apparent to those skilled in the art without varying from the spirit of the invention. Therefore, the above description should not be taken as limiting the scope of the invention, which is defined by the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A method of locking down a computer system to limit execution of computer program code to only that which can be verified to be approved to run on the computer system, the method comprising:

   storing within a memory of the computer system a customized, local whitelist database, the customized, local whitelist database forming part of an authentication system operable within the computer system and containing therein cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system;

   intercepting, by a kernel mode driver of the authentication system, file system or operating system activity relating to a code module;

   determining, by the authentication system, whether to authorize the request by causing a cryptographic hash value of the code module to be authenticated with reference to the customized, local whitelist database;

   allowing, by the authentication system, the code module to be loaded and executed within the computer system if the cryptographic hash value matches one of the cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system that are contained within the customized, local whitelist database by causing processing relating to the file system or operating system activity to proceed; and

   wherein the authentication system is implemented in one or more processors and one or more computer-readable storage media associated with the computer system, the one or more computer-readable storage media having instructions tangibly embodied therein representing the authentication system that are executable by the one or more processors.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising disallowing, by the authentication system, the code module from being loaded and executed within the computer system if the cryptographic hash value does not match any of the cryptographic
hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system that are contained within the customized, local whitelist database by causing processing relating to the file system or operating system activity to stop.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the computer system comprises an end-user workstation within an enterprise.

4. The method of claim 2, further comprising recording, by a user mode service layer of the authentication system, in a software activity database, information associated with the execution and utilization of code modules by the computer system.

5. The method of claim 3, further comprising if the cryptographic hash value does not match any of the cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system that are contained within the customized, local whitelist database, then causing information regarding the code module to be provided to a system or network administrator via a centralized remote management console associated with the authentication system.

6. The method of claim 3, wherein the customized, local whitelist database additionally contains therein information identifying a set of one or more code modules that are expressly not approved for execution.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the set of one or more code modules that are not approved for execution include those associated with one or more of music player applications and gaming applications.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein prior to said storing within a memory of the computer system a customized, local whitelist database, performing, by the authentication system, an inventory of a mass storage device associated with the computer system to determine installed code modules.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving, by the authentication system, an update to the customized, local whitelist database from a centralized remote management console.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein said intercepting, by the kernel mode driver of the authentication system, file system or operating system activity relating to a code module comprises the kernel mode driver hooking low-level operating system application programming interfaces (APIs) to intercept one or more operating system operations of interest including one or more of process creation, module loading and file system input/output activity.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the customized, local whitelist database comprises an in-memory data structure and the memory comprises random access memory.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the memory comprises a mass storage device of the computer system.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein said intercepting, by the kernel mode driver of the authentication system, file system or operating system activity relating to a code module comprises the kernel mode driver hooking low-level operating system application programming interfaces (APIs) to intercept one or more operating system operations of interest including one or more of process creation, module loading and file system input/output activity.

14. The method of claim 1, further comprising verifying, by the authentication system, that the customized, local whitelist database has not been modified in an unauthorized manner by calculating a hash value of the contents of the customized, local whitelist database and comparing the hash value to a predetermined hash value.

15. A computer system comprising:

- a storage device having tangibly embodied thereon instructions associated with a code module authentication system and a customized, local whitelist database, the customized, local whitelist database containing therein cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system; and
- one or more processors coupled to the storage device and operable to execute the instructions associated with the code module authentication system to perform a method comprising:
  - intercepting file system or operating system activity relating to a code module;
  - determining whether to authorize the request by causing a cryptographic hash value of the code module to be authenticated with reference to the customized, local whitelist database; and
  - allowing the code module to be loaded and executed within the computer system if the cryptographic hash value matches one of the cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system that are contained within the customized, local whitelist database by causing processing relating to the file system or operating system activity to proceed.

16. The computer system of claim 15, wherein the method further comprises disallowing the code module from being loaded and executed within the computer system if the cryptographic hash value does not match any of the cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system that are contained within the customized, local whitelist database by causing processing relating to the file system or operating system activity to stop.

17. The computer system of claim 16, wherein the computer system comprises an end-user workstation within an enterprise.

18. The computer system of claim 17, wherein the method further comprises if the cryptographic hash value does not match any of the cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system that are contained within the customized, local whitelist database, then causing information regarding the code module to be provided to a system or network administrator via a centralized remote management console associated with the code module authentication system.

19. The computer system of claim 15, wherein the method further comprises verifying the customized, local whitelist database has not been modified in an unauthorized manner by calculating a hash value of the contents of the customized, local whitelist database and comparing the hash value to a predetermined hash value.

20. A non-transitory program storage device readable by a computer system, tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by one or more computer processors of the computer system to perform method steps for allowing authorized code to execute on the computer system comprising:

- intercepting file system or operating system activity relating to a code module;
- determining, by the authentication system, whether to authorize the request by causing a cryptographic hash value of the code module to be authenticated with reference to a customized, local whitelist database stored within a memory of the computer system and containing therein cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system; and
- allowing the code module to be loaded and executed within the computer system if the cryptographic hash value matches one of the cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system.
puter system that are contained within the customized, local whitelist database by causing processing relating to the file system or operating system activity to proceed.

21. The non-transitory program storage device of claim 20, wherein the method steps further comprise disallowing the code module from being loaded and executed within the computer system if the cryptographic hash value does not match any of the cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system that are contained within the customized, local whitelist database by causing processing relating to the file system or operating system activity to stop.

22. The non-transitory program storage device of claim 21, wherein the computer system comprises an end-user workstation within an enterprise.

23. The non-transitory program storage device of claim 22, wherein the method steps further comprise if the cryptographic hash value does not match any of the cryptographic hash values of code modules expressly approved for execution by the computer system that are contained within the customized, local whitelist database, then causing information regarding the code module to be provided to a system or network administrator via a centralized remote management console associated with the code module authentication system.

24. The non-transitory program storage device of claim 20, wherein the method steps further comprise verifying the customized, local whitelist database has not been modified in an unauthorized manner by calculating a hash value of the contents of the customized, local whitelist database and comparing the hash value to a predetermined hash value.

* * * * *
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